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The cosmic baryon fraction

Planck 2015 release: Ωb/Ωm = 0.156±0.003 ; 2% uncertainty!
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Where are the Universe’s baryons?

Star formation in the Universe is inefficient
20 J. Coupon et al.

Figure 12. Stellar-to-halo mass ratio (SHMR) as function of halo mass compared with observations from the literature. Our best-fit
result for total (central plus satellites) SHMR is shown as the black shaded area. The black dashed line represents the best-fit central
relationship, whereas the dot-dashed line is for the integrated stellar-mass satellite contribution. For Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy (2013),

only the central SHMR was published and we display it here for comparison with our central SHMR and as an illustration of typical
stellar mass systematics. The length of the grey arrow represents the shift to apply to Leauthaud et al. (2012) and George et al. (2011)
to reconcile their results with ours, based on the stellar mass comparison with Ilbert et al. (2010).

by the grey shaded area on the top (Dunkley et al. 2009, the
width of the line represents the uncertainty).

In green we display the total SHMR from Leauthaud
et al. (2012) measured at z ∼ 0.9. The procedure to compute
the total SHMR is identical to ours, i.e. the integrated stellar
masses from the satellite HOD were added to the central
stellar mass at each halo mass. The authors adopted a mass
threshold of 109.8M⊙, which does not change the integrated
stellar mass from satellites by a large amount compared with
a cut of > 1010M⊙. As shown in Fig. 10, part of the vertical
shift is explained by the systematic difference in stellar mass
estimates.

We show in light blue the central SHMR from Behroozi,
Wechsler & Conroy (2013). As seen in Fig. 10, the agreement
with our central SHMR is good, although their peak is lo-
cated at a slightly lower halo mass value.

The red triangle shows the results by George et al.
(2011) in COSMOS in the redshift range 0.5 < z < 1. The
point represents the mean total stellar mass divided by the
halo mass versus the halo mass, and the error bars the stan-
dard deviation in each direction. Here we computed the to-
tal stellar mass as the sum of the central galaxy stellar mass
plus the stellar masses of associated group members with
M⋆ > 1010. As they used the stellar masses of Leauthaud
et al., the agreement is consistently good with their results,
however shifted compared to ours.

The single blue dot with error bars marks the mean
and standard deviation of estimates by Hilton et al. (2013).
Here the total cluster stellar mass is measured from the
background-subtracted sum of galaxy IRAC fluxes within
R500 from the BCG. Based on the stellar mass completeness
computed by Ilbert et al. (2010), a IRAC AB magnitude

cut of 24 gives a complete passive galaxy sample down to
M⋆ = 109M⊙ at z ∼ 0.5. With an IRAC completeness AB
magnitude limit of 22.6, it is therefore safe to assume that
Hilton et al. are complete above 1010M⊙ at z ∼ 0.5, which
matches our sample. We then conclude that their measure-
ments are in good agreement with our results.

Results from van der Burg et al. (2014) are shown as
the single light-blue diamond, representing the mean SHMR
versus halo mass with its standard deviation. Total stellar
masses are computed as the sum of the BCG stellar mass
and the stellar mass from galaxy members spectroscopically
identified and corrected for target sampling rate. The au-
thors have checked that for > 1010M⊙ galaxies, which con-
tribute the most to the total SHMR (see their Fig. 2), the
spectroscopic success rate reaches 90%. We note that the
median stellar mass completeness ∼ 1010.16M⊙ is slightly
higher than ours (limited by their Ks-band data), however
the contribution of satellites compared to a mass limit of
1010M⊙ will not significantly change the total SHMR and
their measurements can be fairly compared to our results,
and we observe an excellent agreement. Interestingly, the au-
thors conclude that when comparing with the literature, no
redshift evolution in the total SHMR at high mass is found
below z ∼ 1 and the comparison with our results (z ∼ 0.8)
and those from Hilton et al. (z ∼ 0.5) confirm their findings.

The two purple downward triangles represent the re-
sults from Balogh et al. (2014) in the GEEC2 survey in
COSMOS. Here we show the mean and standard deviation
of the SHMR versus halo mass in two halo mass bins. Galaxy
members are identified from the spectroscopic redshift when
available or using the PDF-weighted photometric redshift
computed from the 30-band COSMOS photometric cata-
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At all mass scales the stellar fraction only represents a small
fraction (< 20%) of the cosmic baryon fraction
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Formation and evolution of a galaxy cluster

Millenium Simulation, Springel et al. 2005
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Most of the baryons should be in the hot gas

Comparison between 13 non-radiative codes16 Sembolini et. al
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Figure 10. Radial gas fraction at z = 0 relative to the cosmic value for each simulation as indicated (top) and difference between each simulation and the
reference G3-MUSIC simulation (bottom). The dashed vertical line corresponds to R2500 and dotted vertical line to R500 of the reference G3-MUSIC values.

producing the spatial and thermodynamical structure of dark matter
and non-radiative gas in the cluster.

As our initial step, we ran dark matter only versions of the
simulations with each code using its preferred set of numerical pa-
rameters (e.g. time step accuracy, gravitational softening, dimen-
sion of the particle mesh), and examined the spherically averaged
mass density profile and the spatial distribution of substructures.
We found good consistency between the density profiles recovered
by the codes at approximately the 10 per cent level, while there
were small variations in the positions of substructures. When these
simulations were re-run with a common set of numerical parame-
ters, we found that these small variations could be suppressed (es-
sentially entirely, in the case of the GADGET codes).

By adopting this common parameter set, we were able to
isolate those differences between the results of the hydrodynami-
cal simulations that arise only from the choice of hydrodynamical
solver, rather than from the complex interplay of the hydrodynam-
ical and gravity solvers. Interestingly, we found that the resulting
gas density profiles varied substantially amongst the codes. Our key
findings can be summarized as follows:

• Some codes, essentially the oldest, with classic SPH imple-
mentations, exhibit continually falling inner entropy profiles, with-
out any evidence of an entropy core. This is because these codes,
particularly HYDRA ,were carefully designed to be entropy con-
serving with very low levels of mixing. This lack of mixing pre-
serves low-entropy gas particles at the centers of all objects, in-
cluding subhalos, which survive until late times. As the cluster re-
laxes, these particles sink to the centre of the radial density profile,
decreasing the central entropy.

• In contrast, the grid-based codes CART and AREPO produce
extended cores with a large constant entropy core. In these mesh
based codes mixing of entropy arises as a consequence of the nu-
merical diffusion associated with the Riemann solver: they natu-
rally mix entropy between gas elements, essentially eliminating the
very low entropy material.

• Modern SPH codes such as G3-ANARCHY, G3-SPHS and
G3-XART, which have dissipative switches and new kernels, can
bridge the gap between the classic SPH codes and grid based codes,
and produce entropy cores that are indistinguishable from those of
the grid-based codes.

Our results confirm that the discrepancies between grid-based
codes and SPH codes in describing the radial entropy profile of sim-
ulated clusters, identified by the Santa Barbara comparison project
presented in Frenk et al. (1999), can be overcome by modern SPH
codes. Importantly, all the codes employed in this work succeed in
recovering the global properties and most of the radial profiles of a
simulated large galaxy cluster with much greater accuracy and sig-
nificantly smaller scatter than those presented in Frenk et al. (1999);
this highlights the enormous strides in the development of astro-
physical hydrodynamical simulation codes over the last decade.

This work constitutes the first in a series of papers in which we
examine in detail the predictions of modern astrophysical hydrody-
namical simulation codes. The next paper in this series will focus
on simulations of the same galaxy cluster, now modeled with a va-
riety of galaxy formation processes including cooling, star forma-
tion, supernovae, and feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN).
This will allow us to establish how radiative processes affect the
entropy cores of simulated clusters. Subsequent papers will look at

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19

Sembolini et al. 2015

The baryon fraction should be close to the cosmic value
D. Eckert Where are the baryons?



AGN feedback in massive halos

Perseus cluster, Fabian et al. 2000

Feedback from the central AGN reheats the surrounding medium
D. Eckert Where are the baryons?



Adding baryonic physics and AGN feedback

Planelles et al. 2013 Le Brun et al. 20141494 S. Planelles et al.

Figure 3. Fraction of the stellar mass found in the BCG+ICL component as
a function of cluster mass M500. The upper panel shows the values obtained
from our radiative runs without AGN feedback, the CSF runs, while the
lower panel displays the results obtained from our runs including AGN. We
compare our results with the observed BCG+ICL luminosity fractions from
Gonzalez et al. (2007).

also Kravtsov et al. 2005; Fabjan et al. 2010; Puchwein et al. 2010;
McCarthy et al. 2011; Young et al. 2011; Sembolini et al. 2013), by
an amount which is more pronounced in poor clusters and groups.
As for the effect of including different feedback mechanisms, a
comparison between our simulations with and without AGN feed-
back shows that the two feedback schemes predict rather similar

Figure 4. Gas mass fraction as a function of cluster mass M500. Results from
our NR, CSF and AGN runs are represented by black circles, blue triangles and
red stars, respectively. We compare our results with two different observa-
tional samples: a combined sample of 41 clusters and groups from Vikhlinin
et al. (2006), Arnaud et al. (2007) and Sun et al. (2009) (V06+APP07+S09),
shown as the orange region, and the sample obtained from the combination
of the data by Zhang et al. (2011) and Sun et al. (2009) (Z11+S09), shown
as the green area (see Table 1). The horizontal continuous line marks the
cosmic value of the baryon mass fraction assumed in our simulations.

values of the gas fraction at the mass scale of groups while sim-
ulations including AGN feedback predict slightly more gas within
large clusters. Clearly, the similar values of fg in groups do not imply
that feedback does not have any effect on such systems. In fact, a
comparison with Figs 1 and 2 highlights that AGN feedback tends
to remove baryons from the potential wells of galaxy groups. At the
same time, suppression of star formation partially prevents removal
of gas from the hot diffuse phase within R500, thereby acting as a
compensating effect such that the resulting gas fraction turns out
to be similar for the two feedback schemes. As for higher mass
haloes, AGN feedback becomes less efficient in removing baryons
from haloes (see also Fig. 1), so that suppression of star formation
causes a slightly larger fraction of baryons to remain in the diffuse
phase, so that fg in this case increases as a result of a more effi-
cient feedback. This differential effect of AGN feedback in low-
and high-mass haloes is generally quite weak, although it goes in
the direction of better reproducing the observed trend of fg with halo
mass.

From the analysis of Fig. 4 we conclude that, in general, our
results on the values of fg, especially at the scale of rich clusters,
are in better agreement with the observational results obtained by
Vikhlinin et al. (2006), Arnaud et al. (2007), Sun et al. (2009) and
Zhang et al. (2011) when AGN feedback is included.

4 C A L I B R AT I O N O F T H E BA RYO N I C BI A S

After having compared simulation results on the different baryonic
components with observational data, in this section we use our
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Simulated cluster populations 1277

Figure 3. The gas mass fraction within r500,hse as a function of M500,hse
at z = 0. The filled black circles (clusters), right-facing triangles (clusters),
downward triangles (clusters), hourglass (clusters) and diamonds (groups)
represent the observational data of Pratt et al. (2009), Vikhlinin et al. (2006),
Lin et al. (2012), Maughan et al. (2008) and Sun et al. (2009), respectively.
The coloured solid curves represent the median gas mass fraction–M500,hse
relations in bins of M500,hse for the different simulations and the blue shaded
region encloses 68 per cent of the simulated systems for the AGN 8.0 model.
The observed trend is reproduced very well by the standard AGN model
(AGN 8.0) in the Planck cosmology (in the WMAP7 cosmology, not shown, it
is approximately bracketed by the AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5 models). Raising the
AGN heating temperature further results into too much gas being ejected
from (the progenitors of) groups and clusters. The REF model (which lacks
AGN feedback) also approximately reproduces the observed trend for low-
intermediate masses (though not for M500,hse ! 1014.5 M⊙), but at the
expense of significant overcooling (see Fig. 10).

recover the observed gas mass fraction). As demonstrated by Mc-
Carthy et al. (2011), the reduced gas mass fraction with respect to
the universal mean in the AGN models is achieved primarily by the
ejection of gas from the high-redshift progenitors of today’s groups
and clusters. (SF accounts for only ∼10 per cent of the removal
of hot gas in these models.) The lower binding energies of groups
compared to clusters result in more efficient ejection from groups,
which naturally leads to the trend in decreasing gas fraction at lower
halo masses. This is consistent with the findings of previous simula-
tion studies, such as those of Bhattacharya et al. (2008), Puchwein
et al. (2008), Short & Thomas (2009), Fabjan et al. (2010), Stanek
et al. (2010) and Planelles et al. (2013).

Note that increasing the heating temperature of the AGN further
results in too much gas being ejected from all systems. The REF

model, which lacks AGN feedback altogether, also yields reason-
able gas mass fractions, but the relation with mass is flatter than
observed, because the SF efficiency does not depend strongly on
halo mass. The low gas fractions in this model are achieved by
overly efficient SF (see Fig. 10).

We note that the non-radiative run, NOCOOL, has a slight trend
with mass and that some massive clusters apparently have gas mass
fractions well in excess of the universal baryon fraction (the scatter,
not shown, is somewhat larger in magnitude compared to that of the
AGN 8.0 model). Naively, this would appear to contradict previous
studies which also examined non-radiative simulations and found

that the baryon fraction does not depend on halo mass and is very
nearly the universal fraction within r500 with little scatter (e.g. Crain
et al. 2007). There is, in fact, no contradiction – our non-radiative
results agree very well with previously studies when considering
the true baryon fraction versus halo mass trend. The slight trend
indicated in Fig. 3 and the large scatter (not shown) are due to bi-
ases in the recovered gas density and total mass profiles introduced
during the synthetic X-ray observation analysis. In particular, be-
cause it is unable to cool, there is a lot more gas at short cooling
times (low temperature and high density) in this run, which biases
the recovered ICM density and temperature due to its high X-ray
emissivity. These biases are significantly reduced in radiative sim-
ulations, where cooling and feedback tend to remove low-entropy
gas from the systems.

3.1.4 YX–mass relation

In the left-hand panel of Fig. 4, we plot the YX−M500,hse relation
at z = 0 for the various simulations and compare to observations
of individual X-ray-selected systems. YX is the X-ray analogue of
the SZ flux and is hence defined as the product of the hot gas mass
within r500,hse and the core-excised mean X-ray spectral temperature
(as in Fig. 2) and is thus closely related to the total thermal energy of
the ICM. Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Nagai (2006) first proposed YX as
a cluster mass proxy, arguing that it should be relatively insensitive
to the details of ICM physics and merging.

In the left-hand panel of Fig. 4, we see that the various simula-
tions indeed yield similar YX−M500,hse relations (the REF, NOCOOL

and AGN 8.0 models reproduce the data best) and YX is clearly
strongly correlated with system mass. However, due to the large
dynamic range in YX plotted in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4, one
perhaps gets a misleading impression of the sensitivity of YX to
ICM physics. To address this, we plot in the right-hand panel of
Fig. 4 the dimensionless quantity YX/(fbM500,hsekBT500,hse), where
kBT500,hse ≡ µmpGM500,hse/2r500,hse. The denominator takes out
the explicit halo mass dependence of YX and greatly reduces the
dynamic range on the y-axis, allowing for a better examination of
the sensitivity of YX to the important non-gravitational physics.
Note that fbM500,hsekBT500,hse is the YX a cluster of mass M500,hse

would possess if the hot gas were isothermal with the virial tem-
perature and the gas mass fraction had the universal value (i.e. the
self-similar prediction).

From the right-hand hand panel of Fig. 4, one immediately con-
cludes that YX is in fact sensitive to ICM physics, contrary to the
claims of Kravtsov et al. (2006). More specifically, energetic AGN,
which were not examined by Kravtsov et al., can eject large quan-
tities of gas that can significantly lower YX. This reduction in gas
mass can be compensated to a degree by the slight increase in tem-
perature due to the fact that much of the ejected gas had low entropy
(and also additional high entropy gas is able to accrete within r500;
McCarthy et al. 2011). However, HSE forces the temperature of the
ICM to remain near the virial temperature, and thus arbitrarily large
amounts of gas ejection cannot be compensated for.

At z = 0, observed groups and clusters have sufficiently high gas
mass fractions that YX is not significantly depressed compared to
the self-similar prediction. However, Fig. 4 should serve as a warn-
ing against blindly applying YX to, e.g. lower halo masses and/or
higher redshifts, where independent direct halo mass estimates are
increasingly scarce. This caution should also obviously be heeded
(perhaps even more so) by studies which use gas mass (fractions)
as total mass proxies as opposed to YX.

MNRAS 441, 1270–1290 (2014)
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Cooling transforms some of the baryons into stars
AGN feedback makes the gaseous atmosphere expand
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A word on mass measurement techniques

Hydrostatic: dP
dr =−ρ

GM(<r)
r2

; assumes that all the energy is
thermalized

Weak lensing: requires precise shape measurements, sensitive
to projection effects

All current measurements of fbar assumed HSE
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Outline

A large fraction of the Universe’s baryons is escaping our census...
This talk:

A census of baryons in XXL-selected galaxy clusters

The baryon content of optically-selected massive galaxies

Pushing X-ray and SZ observations towards the outskirts

Hot gas filaments in the outskirts of Abell 2744
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The XMM-XXL survey

XXL (PI: M. Pierre) covers an area of 50 square degrees with
uniform 10 ks XMM exposure

Survey sensitivity: 5×10−15 ergs cm−2 s−1 (0.5-2.0 keV band)
Observations completed in December 2013
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The XXL-100 sample

A&A proofs: manuscript no. XXL-II-b-FP

Fig. 5. Green: redshift distribution of the cluster sample. Red : redshift
distribution of all XXL clusters having a redshift to date, normalised to
100. @@ To be updated @@.

Fig. 6. L500 vs redshift distribution. Data points in green use L0.5Mpc as
T500 could not be constrained.

to have little impact on the final selection. Nervertheless, we in-
clude it here to prevent possible inaccuracies, as the C1+2 selec-
tion was well constrained in previous works using simulations
(See Pacaud et al. 2006, Clerc et al. 2012).

Describe selection function as a function of beta/Rc for dif-
ferent exposure time and background (don’t show too much refer
to Nicolas’s X-CLASS/C1 papers).

5.2. Observational selection

The actual selection of the bright XXL cluster sample is a combi-
nation of the pipeline selection with the aperture flux limit. The
flux estimation based on the GCA is however a↵ected by noise,
which must be modelled to properly reproduce our selection pro-
cess.

As we always have � 50 photons in the 60" aperture, the
Poisson error on the aperture counts can be modeled as a simple
gaussian distribution. For simplicity, we assume that the same
holds for all other sources of uncertainty (e.g. background esti-
mation, correction for varying exposure in the aperture, ... ). In
this case, the probability to exceed the count-rate cut CRcut for
a source with a true aperture flux CR60 given the local measure-
ment error �m (CR60,↵, �) is:

Pcut(CR60,↵, �) =
1
2

 
1 + erf

"
CR60 �CRcut)

�m (CR60↵, �)
p

2

#!
. (1)

Fig. 7. Detection e�ciency map for a cluster with rc=20" and a flux of
0.05 cts/s. @@ South field to be added @@ .

Including the pipeline C1+2 incompleteness, the selection be-
comes for a given pointing pi:

fpi (CR1, rc, �,↵, �) =
PC1+2, pi (CR1, rc, �)

2

⇥
 
1 + erf

"
✏60(rc)CR1 �CRcut)

�m (↵, �) (✏60(rc)CR1)
p

2

#!
, (2)

where ✏60(rc) =
✓
1 �

h
1 + (60”/rc)2

i1.5�3�
◆

is the fraction of the
total �-model flux included in the 10 aperture.

To model the e↵ect of pointing overlaps, we assume that
the detection process is independant over the di↵erent pointings.
The combined probability then reads :

f (CR1, rc, �,↵, �) = 1 �
NY

i=1

h
1 � fpi (CR1, rc, �,↵, �)

i
, (3)

from which we build two dimension detection probability maps
(see figure 7). [ Note: this equation was modified
to better follow the XXL cross-identifiaction
process on overlaps. To be Updated.]

The sky coverage of the sample is straightforwardly derived
form the sensitivity maps as:

⌦S (CR1, rc, �) =
Z

f (CR1, rc, �,↵, �) d⌦, (4)

the final combined selection function is displayed in Fig. 8.

5.3. Discussion

How close are we to a flux limit ? What happens e.g. if beta =
0.6 ? How accurate is our x500 ?

Address the relative e↵ect of exposure time and background
level and exposure time a↵ect the number of detected clusters (it
seems that Nicolas already did the necessary simulations)

6. Cosmological analysis

6.1. Physical modelling of the cluster population

Assumed scaling relations from Giles/Smith. Using Rc = x500 ⇤
R500, whith x500 = 0.15 and � = 2/3 as a first guess, then com-
pare the observed Rc distribution measured by Paul with the pre-
dicted one in WMAP9 or Planck cosmo.

Article number, page 4 of 9page.9

XXL Paper II, Pacaud et al. 2016

Sample used to calibrate mass-observable scaling relations
D. Eckert Where are the baryons?



Weak lensing mass - X-ray temperature relation
A&A proofs: manuscript no. xxlpaper-IV-20150526

Fig. 5. Mass-temperature relation for the extended sample, including 38 systems from XXL (black), 10 from COSMOS (blue), and 47 from CCCP
(red). The solid line and light gray shaded region are the best fit scaling relation and 68% credible interval for the XXL+COSMOS+CCCP sample.
The dashed line and dark gray shaded region are the best fit and credible region for the XXL only sample. Systems with upper limits on mass are
indicated by arrows and plotted at 3 sigma confidence.

iteratively adjusts for intrinsic scatter. However, it does not
calculate the error on the intrinsic scatter. Using mpfitexy the
XXL+COSMOS+CCCP fit of 95 objects produces a slope of
b = 1.71 ± 0.11, intercept of a = 13.54 ± 0.09 and intrinsic
scatter of �int ln M|T = 0.38 – i.e. fully consistent with our results
presented in section 3 (Table 2).

Upper limits – To test the sensitivity of our results to the
treatment of clusters with upper limits on M500,WL we re-fit
the mass-temperature relation excluding these objects, obtain-
ing a marginally shallower slope of b = 1.60 ± 0.13 and
an intrinsic scatter of �ln M|T = 0.40 ± 0.06 for the joint
XXL+CCCP+COSMOS sample and b = 1.72 ± 0.38, �ln M|T =
0.35±0.18 for the XXL only sample – again, consistent with our
main results.

Centering of the shear profile – Cluster masses are dominated
by statistical noise such that whether we center the shear profile
on the BCG or the X-ray centroid does not lead to a large sys-
tematic uncertainty. There is large scatter between the masses
derived from the di↵erent centres however the bias is minimal
(hMXray

500,WL/M
BCG
500,WLi = 1.00 ± 0.16) and so does not impact our

results. The BCG centred fits return a XXL-CCCP-COSMOS
combined MT relation with slope b = 1.61 ± 0.13 and an intrin-
sic scatter of �int ln M|T = 0.42 ± 0.06.

Source selection – The photometric redshift uncertainty of galax-
ies and its contribution to the mass estimation of clusters in our
sample is small hd⇠/⇠i = 0.13. Hence we use all background
galaxies with P(z) measurements that satisfy our redshift cuts
(Section 2.4). Benjamin et al. (2013) use tests with spectroscopic
redshifts to find that within the CFHTLenS catalogue the red-
shifts are most reliable between 0.1 < z < 1.3. This is due
to a fundamental degeneracy in the angular cross-correlation
method. At z < 0.1, their contamination model tends to under
predict contamination by higher redshift galaxies. At z > 1.3 the
predicted contamination by lower redshift galaxies is also un-
derestimated. We compare masses derived using all galaxies to
masses restricted to the reliable redshift range 0.1 < z < 1.3.
The masses are impervious to the 2 source selections with a ra-
tio of hM0.1<z<1.3

500,WL /M500,WLi = 1.13 ± 0.18. In our sample only
10% of the systems include the z < 0.1 contaminated galaxies
and the low number of z > 1.3 galaxies should have little contri-
bution to the shear. This in combination with the large statistical
uncertainties on shear would explain the agreement.

Outer fitting radius – The systems considered in this article are
lower mass than most of those considered by Becker & Kravtsov
(2011). Thus the outer radius to which the NFW model is fitted
to the measured shear profile may extend further into the infall
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MWL−TX using 37 CFHTLS systems. Low scatter σint ∼ 20−30%
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Mgas−T relation
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Mgas correlates very well with temperature
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Gas fraction

We get fgas by combining MWL−T and Mgas−T
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Hydrostatic bias?
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Comparison with numerical simulations

Comparison with hydrodynamical simulations (cosmo-OWLS, Le
Brun et al. 2014)
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Implications for cosmology

Planck: inconsistency between CMB and cluster counts

Planck Collaboration: Cosmology from SZ clusters counts

Table 2. Best-fit cosmological parameters for various combinations of data and analysis methods. Note that for the analysis using Watson et al.
mass function, or (1-b) in [0.7-1], the degeneracy line is different and thus the value of �8(⌦m/0.27)0.3 is just illustrative

�8(⌦m/0.27)0.3 ⌦m �8 1 � b

Planck SZ +BAO+BBN 0.782 ± 0.010 0.29 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.02 0.8
Planck SZ +HST+BBN 0.792 ± 0.012 0.28 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.03 0.8
MMF1 sample +BAO+BBN 0.800 ± 0.010 0.29 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.02 0.8
MMF3 S/N > 8 +BAO+BBN 0.785 ± 0.011 0.29 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.02 0.8
Planck SZ +BAO+BBN (MC completeness) 0.778 ± 0.010 0.30 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.02 0.8
Planck SZ +BAO+BBN (Watson et al. mass function) 0.802 ± 0.014 0.30 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.02 0.8
Planck SZ +BAO+BBN (1 � b in [0.7, 1.0]) 0.764 ± 0.025 0.29 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.03 [0.7,1]
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Fig. 7. Distribution in redshift for the clusters of the Planck cos-
mological sample. The observed number counts (red), are com-
pared to our best model prediction (blue). The dashed and dot-
dashed lines are the best models from the Planck SZ power spec-
trum and Planck CMB power spectrum fits, respectively. The
uncertainties on the observed counts, shown for illustration only,
are the standard deviation based on the observed counts, except
for empty bins where we show the inferred 84% upper limit
on the predicted counts assuming a Poissonian distribution. See
Sect. 6 for more discussion.

To investigate how robust our results are when changing our
priors, we repeat the analysis substituting the HST constraints
on H0 for the BAO results. Figure 6 (black contours) shows that
the main effect is to change the best-fit value of H0, leaving the
(⌦m,�8) degeneracy almost identical.

5.2. Robustness to observational sample

To test the robustness of our results, we performed the same anal-
ysis with different sub-samples drawn from our cosmological
sample or from the PSZ, as described in Sect. 3, following that
section’s discussion of completeness. Figure 8 shows the likeli-
hood contours of the three samples (blue, MMF3 S/N > 8; red,
MMF3 S/N > 7; black, MMF1 S/N > 7) in the (⌦m,�8) plane.
There is good agreement between the three samples. Obviously
the three samples are not independent, as many clusters are com-

Fig. 8. 95% contours for different robustness tests: MMF3 with
S/N cut at 7 in red; MMF3 with S/N cut at 8 in blue; and MMF1
with S/N cut at 7 in black; and MMF3 with S/N cut at 7 but as-
suming the MC completeness in purple.

mon, but the noise estimates for MMF3 and MMF1 are different
leading to different selection functions. Table 2 summarizes the
best-fit values.

We perform the same analysis as on the baseline cosmologi-
cal sample (SZ+BAO+BBN), but assuming a different computa-
tion of the completeness function using the Monte Carlo method
described in Sect. 3. Figure 8 shows the change in the 2D like-
lihoods when the alternative approach is adopted. The Monte
Carlo estimation (in purple), being close to the analytic one,
gives constraints that are similar, but shifts the contour along
the (⌦m,�8) degeneracy.

5.3. Robustness to cluster modelling

A key ingredient in the modelling of the number counts is the
mass function. Our main results adopt the Tinker et al. mass
function as the reference model. We use the Watson et al. mass
function to check for possible differences in our results due to
the most massive/extreme clusters. Figure 9 shows the 95% con-
tours when the different mass functions are assumed. The main
effect is a change in the slope of the degeneracy between⌦m and
�8, moving the best-fit values by less than 1�.

We also relax the assumption of standard evolution of the
scalings with redshift by allowing � to vary with a Gaussian prior
taken from Planck Collaboration X (2011), � = 0.66±0.5. Once
again, the contours move along the �8–⌦m degeneracy direction
(shown in blue in Fig. 9).
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmology from SZ clusters counts

Table 3. Constraints from clusters on �8(⌦m/0.27)0.3.

Experiment CPPPa MaxBCGb ACTc SPT Planck SZ

Reference Vikhlinin et al. Rozo et al. Hasselfield et al. Reichardt et al. This work
Number of clusters 49+37 70810 15 100 189
Redshift range [0.025,0.25] and [0.35,0.9] [0.1,0.3] [0.2,1.5] [0.3,1.35] [0.0,0.99]
Median mass (1014h�1Msol) 2.5 1.5 3.2 3.3 6.0
Probe N(z,M) N(M) N(z,M) N(z,YX) N(z)
S/N cut 5 (N200 > 11) 5 5 7
Scaling YX–TX , Mgas N200–M200 several LX–M, YX YSZ–YX
�8(⌦m/0.27)0.3 0.784 ± 0.027 0.806 ± 0.033 0.768 ± 0.025 0.767 ± 0.037 0.782 ± 0.010

a The degeneracy is �8(⌦m/0.27)0.47.
b The degeneracy is �8(⌦m/0.27)0.41.
c For ACT we choose the results assuming the universal pressure profile derived scaling law in this table (constraints with other scalings relations

are shown in Fig. 10).

the solid symbol and error bar. For SPT we show the “cluster-
only” constraints from Reichardt et al. (2012a). The two error
bars of the Planck SZ cluster red point indicate the statistical
and systematic (1 � b free in the range [0.7, 1.0]) error bars.
The figure thus shows good agreement amongst all cluster ob-
servations, whether in optical, X-rays, or SZ. Table 3 compares
the different data and assumptions of the different cluster-related
publications.

6.2. Consistency with the Planck y-map

In a companion paper (Planck Collaboration XXI 2013), we per-
formed an analysis of the SZ angular power spectrum derived
from the Planck y-map obtained with a dedicated component-
separation technique. For the first time, the power spectrum has
been measured at intermediate scales (50  `  1000). The
same modelling as in Sect. 2 and Taburet et al. (2009, 2010)
has been used to derive best-fit values of ⌦m and �8, assum-
ing the universal pressure profile (Arnaud et al. 2010b), a bias
1�b = 0.8, and the best-fit values for other cosmological param-
eters from Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The best model ob-
tained, shown in Fig. 7 as a dashed line, confirms the consistency
between the Planck SZ number counts and the signal observed
in the y-map.

6.3. Comparison with Planck primary CMB constraints

We now compare the Planck SZ cluster constraints to those from
the analysis of the primary CMB temperature anisotropies given
in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). In that analysis �8 is de-
rived from the standard six ⇤CDM parameters.

The primary CMB constraints, in the (⌦m,�8) plane, dif-
fer significantly from our constraints, in favouring higher val-
ues of each parameter, as seen in Fig. 11. This leads to a larger
number of predicted clusters than actually observed (see Fig. 7).
There is therefore some tension between the results from this
analysis and our own. Figure 10 illustrates this with a compar-
ison of three CMB analyses5 (Planck Collaboration XVI 2013;
Story et al. 2012; Hinshaw et al. 2012) with cluster constraints
in terms of �8(⌦m/0.27)0.3.

5 For Planck CMB we derived the constraints from the chain corre-
sponding to column 1 of Table 2 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013).
Note that the SPT results may be biased low by systematics, as dis-
cussed in the appendix of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013).

Fig. 11. 2D ⌦m–�8 likelihood contours for the analysis with
Planck CMB only (red); Planck SZ + BAO + BBN (blue); and
the combined Planck CMB + SZ analysis where the bias (1 � b)
is a free parameter (black).

It is possible that the tension results from a combination of
some residual systematics with a substantial statistical fluctu-
ation. Enough tests and comparisons have been made on the
Planck data sets that it is plausible that at least one discrepancy
at the two or three sigma level will arise by chance. Nevertheless,
it is worth considering the implications of the discrepancy being
real.

As we have discussed, the modelling of the cluster gas
physics is the most important uncertainty in our analysis, in
particular the mass bias (1 � b) between the hydrostatic and
true masses. While we have argued that the preferred value is
(1 � b) ' 0.8, with a plausible range from 0.7 to 1, a signifi-
cantly lower value would substantially alleviate the tension be-
tween CMB and SZ constraints. Performing a joint analysis us-
ing the CMB likelihood presented in Planck Collaboration XV
(2013) and the cluster likelihood of this paper, we find (1 � b) =
0.55± 0.06 and the black contours shown in Fig. 11 (in that case
(1 � b) was sampled in the range [0.1,1.5]). Such a large bias
is difficult to reconcile with numerical simulations, and cluster
masses estimated from X-rays and from weak lensing do not typ-
ically show such large offsets. Some systematic discrepancies
in the relevant scaling relations were, however, identified and
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Planck Collaboration XX, 2013

The tension could be solved by invoking a very large HSE bias
1−b = 0.58±0.04
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Implications for cosmology

Expected fgas for 1−b = 0.58
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XXL vs Planck cosmology F. Pacaud et al.: The bright XXL cluster sample

Fig. 11. Redshift distribution of the XXL-100-GC sample (filled histogram) compared with di↵erent model expectations. By default, the model
predictions are based on the mass and temperature scaling relations of Paper III and Paper IV, and assume a �-model with � = 2/3 and x500 = 0.15.
Left: The fiducial WMAP9 cosmology (red dashed line) compared with the Planck 2015 cosmological parameters obtained only from the CMB
data (blue dot-dashed). Right: Other models derived from Planck Collaboration et al. (2015b). The Planck+External set of cosmological parameters
includes additional BAO and H0 constraints (blue dashed). The green dot-dashed line is the same, but fixing �8 to the 1� lower bound allowed
by the Planck+External data set. The purple triple dot-dashed line uses the Planck-only parameters, but the normalisation of the M500,WL � T300kpc
scaling relation has been increased to its 1� upper bound. The error bars (shown only for the WMAP9 and Planck+External cosmologies) include
both the shot noise (thick part) and the cosmic variance.

tal of 165 clusters based on the scaling relations of Paper III
and Paper IV6. This results in great part from a larger value of
�8 = 0.831, but also from the decrease in the Hubble param-
eter (H0 = 67.27 km s�1Mpc�1) and the increase in total mat-
ter density (⌦m = 0.3156), which alters both the survey vol-
ume (+⇠5%) and the mass function (+25�35% depending on
mass and redshift). The relative e↵ects of changes in �8 or the
background geometry can be distinguished by considering the
modelled cluster population for a third set of cosmological pa-
rameters obtained in Planck Collaboration et al. (2015b) from
the combination of their CMB measurement with other cosmo-
logical tracers, which we term Planck+External cosmology. It
has essentially the same geometry as the baseline Planck CMB
fit and mostly di↵ers in the value of �8, which is 0.8159 and
therefore comparable to the WMAP9 estimate. Despite the lower
�8, this model still predicts 143 clusters and outnumbers the ob-
served XXL-100-GC cluster density at all redshifts (see right
panel of Fig. 11).

The observed mismatch between the Planck CMB results
and the late-time tracers of matter fluctuations is well known
and was reported by the Planck collaboration itself using clus-
ter samples selected with the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich e↵ect (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015c).
To investigate the significance of the mismatch with the bright
XXL cluster sample, we considered two altered models based
on the Planck 2015 cosmology (which we also show in the right
panel of Fig. 11). In the first, the Planck+External set of param-
eters is assumed with �8 fixed to the allowed 1� lower bound
of 0.8073. This only mildly decreases the predicted number of
clusters to 136, implying that the uncertainty on the cosmologi-
cal parameters derived by Planck cannot explain the discrepancy.
6 These scaling relations were measured assuming the WMAP9 cos-
mology. Their use is justified here since the distance scales between the
two cosmologies only vary by a few percent over the considered red-
shift range and the fitting procedures do not rely on the normalisation
of the mass function, as explained in Appendix C.

In the second model, we stick to the cosmological parameters
obtained from the Planck CMB dataset alone, but increase the
normalisation of the XXL M500,MT�T300 kpc relation of Paper IV
to its allowed 1� upper bound. This alteration in the normalisa-
tion at 1 keV also incorporates part of the degeneracy with the
slope of the scaling relation, since the median temperature of our
sample is closer to 3 keV. Therefore, it serves to approximates a
1� deviation in the 2D parameter space. This change results in
an almost perfect match with 102 predicted clusters. From these
considerations, we conclude that the tension between the Planck
2015 cosmology and the XXL-100-GC sample cannot yet be es-
tablished with a strong significance. Further analysis of the XXL
cluster population might result in a better agreement.

6.2. Luminosity function

With the prescriptions presented above for the cluster surface
brightness profile and scaling relations, we can model the selec-
tion e↵ects in the XXL-100-GC sample for population studies.

The most direct statistic widely used to characterise the X-
ray cluster population is its luminosity function, which is simply
obtained by counting clusters in luminosity bins and correcting
for the e↵ective volume probed by the survey. Several methods
exist for calculating this correction. In this section, we use the
following extimator,
dn
dL

(L) =
d
dL

"
N>L

V>L

#
, (7)

which we term the cumulative estimator of the di↵erential lumi-
nosity function. Here N>L is the total number of clusters with
LXXL

500,MT > L in the redshift slice under consideration, while
V>L is the average survey volume for clusters with such lumi-
nosities in the same redshift range (defined in the same way as
in Eq. (B.7)). In practice, we thus compute the cumulative lu-
minosity function (N>L/V>L) and di↵erentiate it numerically. A
discussion of other commonly adopted estimators and how they
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XXL prefers lower σ8 compared to Planck CMB, agreement with
clusters and WL shear
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Hot halos of massive galaxies

Hot halos are a generic prediction of structure-formation models
(e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2014)

NGC 5746, Pedersen et al. 2006

The mass and occurrence of hot halos is essentially unknown
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Hot halos of massive galaxies

Hot halos are a generic prediction of structure-formation models
(e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2014)

NGC 5746, Pedersen et al. 2006

The mass and occurrence of hot halos is essentially unknown
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Stacking optically-selected galaxies in XXL-N

Step 1: We selected a catalogue of ∼ 3,000 massive galaxies
(M? > 1011M�) from WIRCAM and CFHTLS data

Step 2: We stacked XXL images in bins of M?
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Stacking optically-selected galaxies in XXL-N

Step 1: We selected a catalogue of ∼ 3,000 massive galaxies
(M? > 1011M�) from WIRCAM and CFHTLS data

Step 2: We stacked XXL images in bins of M?
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Low-z sample (0.2< z < 0.5)
11.20 < logMstar < 11.40, SNR = 13

Stacked images from Miriam Ramos

Coupon et al. in prep.

Strong X-ray signal detected down to M? = 1011M�!
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Galaxy-galaxy lensing

High-S/N lensing signal detected in all mass bins

Weak lensing profiles

Here: 11.2< logM? < 11.4
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LX −M relation
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The LX −M relation extends with no break down to Mh ∼ 1012.5M�
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LX −M relation
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The outskirts of galaxy clusters

Why pushing toward the outskirts? (R > R500)

Contain ∼ 90% of the volume and
∼ 50% of the mass!

Understand the build-up of galaxy
clusters

Test hydrostatic mass
measurements

Estimate the global baryon budget

3

Fig. 1 Simulated galaxy cluster. The white circles indicate r500, r200, rvir, and 3 r200 moving
outwards, respectively (adapted from Roncarelli et al. 2006). Left: X-ray surface brightness in
the soft (0.5–2) keV band. The color scale spans 16 orders of magnitude and has been chosen
to highlight cluster outskirts. Right: Temperature map on a linear scale from 0 keV (blue) to
11 keV (red).

2 Where are the “cluster outskirts”?

Let us define, which radial range we consider as “cluster outskirts.” Readers not inter-

ested in more details on the radial ranges can skip this section and just take note of

our subjective choice:

r500 < cluster outskirts < 3r200 , (1)

where r500 (defined below) used to be the observational limit for X-ray temperature

measurements and the range up to 3r200 captures most of the interesting physics

and chemistry before clearly entering the regime of the warm-hot intergalactic medium

(WHIM, Fig. 1). This range also includes (i) the turn around radius, rturn = 2rvir, from

the spherical collapse model (e.g., Liddle & Lyth 2000), (ii) part of the infall region

where caustics in galaxy redshift space are observed, several Mpc (e.g., Diaferio 1999),

(iii) much of the radial range where accretion shocks might be expected, (1–3)rvir (e.g.,

Molnar et al. 2009), and (iv) the region where the two-halo term starts dominating over

the one-halo term in the matter power spectrum, few Mpc (e.g., Cooray & Sheth 2002).

A theoretical recipe that can be used to define a cluster “border,” “boundary,” or at

least a “characteristic” radius is the spherical collapse model (e.g., Amendola & Tsujikawa

2010). Based on this very idealistic model, a virial radius, rvir, separating the virialized

cluster region from the outer “infall” region, can be obtained by requiring the mean

total mass density of a cluster, ⟨ρtot⟩, to fulfill

⟨ρtot⟩(< rvir) ≡ 3Mtot(< rvir)

4πr3
vir

= ∆vir
c (z)ρc(z) , (2)

where ρc(z) is the critical density of the Universe at redshift z.1 The virial overdensity,

∆vir
c (z), is a function of cosmology and redshift, in general (e.g., Kitayama & Suto

1 Some authors use the mean matter density of the Universe, ρ̄m(z) = Ωm(z)ρc(z), instead
of the critical density for their overdensity definition.

Roncarelli et al. 2006
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ROSAT density profiles

We analyzed a sample of 31 nearby
clusters (0.04< z < 0.2)

Emission-measure and deprojected
density profiles for all clusters

In average density profiles steepen
beyond R500

Non-radiative simulations predict
too steep density slopes
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Planck Sunyaev-Zeldovich measurements

Recently: Planck
measures the SZ effect
beyond the virial radius
Combined with X-ray
data, we can reconstruct:

kT =
PSZ

nX−ray
, K =PSZn

−5/3
X−ray

Assuming hydrostatic
equilibrium we can also
reconstruct mass profiles:

dP

dr
=−ρ

GM(< r)

r2

Planck Collaboration V 2012
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Gas fraction in relaxed/unrelaxed systems
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For relaxed (CC) systems fgas reaches the expected values
(Ωb/Ωm−15%)
For unrelaxed (NCC) systems fgas exceeds the cosmic value
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Mapping clusters out to Rvir with XMM and Planck

Abell 2142 (z = 0.09): XMM mosaic program (Eckert et al. 2014)
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With the appropriate bkg modeling XMM can trace efficiently the
ICM out to Rvir
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Calibration using deep fields

Mean radial profiles for 22 blank fields (total 1.3 Ms)

Eckert et al. subm.

Quiescent soft protons must be taken into account; with new
calibration we reach a precision of 5% on background subtraction
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Mapping clusters out to Rvir with XMM and Planck

Abell 2142 (z = 0.09): MILCA component separation (Hurier et al.
2013)
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Planck nicely detects several individual clusters out to Rvir
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Gas clumping

Possible interpretation: gas
clumping

The accretion flow on galaxy
clusters is clumpy and
asymmetric

X-ray signal biased towards
high-density, cool regions:

C 2 =
〈ρ2〉
〈ρ〉2 > 1

Properties of gas clumps and gas clumping factor in the ICM 3

1.00e-18 1.48e-15 7.41e-15 3.11e-14 1.26e-13 5.00e-13

relaxed

relaxed

post merger
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Figure 2. Top panels: X-ray flux in the [0.5-2] keV (in [erg/(s · cm2)]) of three simulated clusters of our sample at z=0 (E15B-relax, E1-post merger and
E3B-merging). Bottom panels: X-ray flux of clumps identified by our procedure (also highlighted with white contours). The inner and outer projected area
excluded from our analysis have been shadowed. The area shown within each panel is ! 3 " 3 R200 for each object.

DM particles and ! 25 kpc/h in most of the cluster volume in-
side the ”AMR region” (i.e. ! 2 " 3 R200 from the cluster centre,
see Vazza et al. 2010; Vazza 2011a; Vazza et al. 2011a for further
details).

We assumed a concordance !CDM cosmology, with "0 =
1.0, "B = 0.0441, "DM = 0.2139, "! = 0.742, Hubble parame-
ter h = 0.72 and a normalization for the primordial density power
spectrum of !8 = 0.8. Most of the runs we present in this work
(Sec.3.1-3.2) neglect radiative cooling, star formation and AGN
feedback processes. In Sec.3.3, however, we discuss additional runs
where the following non-gravitational processes are modelled: ra-
diative cooling, thermal feedback from AGN, and pressure feed-
back from cosmic ray particles (CR) injected at cosmological shock
waves.

For consistency with our previous analysis on the same sam-
ple of galaxy clusters (Vazza et al. 2010, 2011a,c), we divided our
sample in dynamical classes based on the total matter accretion
history of each halo for z ! 1.0. First, we monitored the time
evolution of the DM+gas mass for every object inside the ”AMR
region” in the range 0.0 ! z ! 1.0. Considering a time lapse of
#t = 1 Gyr, ”major merger” events are detected as total matter ac-
cretion episode whereM(t + #t)/M(t) " 1 > 1/3. The systems
with a lower accretion rate were further divided by measuring the
ratio between the total kinetic energy of gas motions and the ther-

mal energy inside the virial radius at z = 0, since this quantity pa-
rameter provides an indication of the dynamical activity of a cluster
(e.g. Tormen et al. 1997; Vazza et al. 2006). Using this proxy, we
defined as ”merging” systems those objects that present an energy
ratio > 0.4, but did not experienced a major merger in their past
(e.g. they show evidence of ongoing accretion with a companion
of comparable size, but the cores of the two systems did not en-
counter yet). The remaining systems were classified as ”relaxed”.
According to the above classification scheme, our sample presents
4 relaxed objects, 6 merging objects and 10 post-merger objects.

Based on our further analysis of this sample, this classifica-
tion actually mirrors a different level of dynamical activity in the
subgroups, i.e. relaxed systems on average host weaker shocks
(Vazza et al. 2010), they are characterized by a lowest turbulent
to thermal energy ratio (Vazza et al. 2011a), and they are char-
acterized by the smallest amount of azimuthal scatter in the gas
properties (Vazza et al. 2011c; Eckert et al. 2012). In Vazza et al.
(2011c) the same sample was also divided based on the analysis of
the power ratios from the multi-pole decomposition of the X-ray
surface brightness images (P3/P0), and the centroid shift (w), as
described by Böhringer et al. (2010). These morphological param-
eters of projected X-ray emission maps were measured inside the
innermost projected 1 Mpc2. This leads to decompose our sam-
ple into 9 ”non-cool-core-like” (NCC) systems, and 11 ”cool-core-

Vazza, DE et al. 2013
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DM particles and ! 25 kpc/h in most of the cluster volume in-
side the ”AMR region” (i.e. ! 2 " 3 R200 from the cluster centre,
see Vazza et al. 2010; Vazza 2011a; Vazza et al. 2011a for further
details).

We assumed a concordance !CDM cosmology, with "0 =
1.0, "B = 0.0441, "DM = 0.2139, "! = 0.742, Hubble parame-
ter h = 0.72 and a normalization for the primordial density power
spectrum of !8 = 0.8. Most of the runs we present in this work
(Sec.3.1-3.2) neglect radiative cooling, star formation and AGN
feedback processes. In Sec.3.3, however, we discuss additional runs
where the following non-gravitational processes are modelled: ra-
diative cooling, thermal feedback from AGN, and pressure feed-
back from cosmic ray particles (CR) injected at cosmological shock
waves.

For consistency with our previous analysis on the same sam-
ple of galaxy clusters (Vazza et al. 2010, 2011a,c), we divided our
sample in dynamical classes based on the total matter accretion
history of each halo for z ! 1.0. First, we monitored the time
evolution of the DM+gas mass for every object inside the ”AMR
region” in the range 0.0 ! z ! 1.0. Considering a time lapse of
#t = 1 Gyr, ”major merger” events are detected as total matter ac-
cretion episode whereM(t + #t)/M(t) " 1 > 1/3. The systems
with a lower accretion rate were further divided by measuring the
ratio between the total kinetic energy of gas motions and the ther-

mal energy inside the virial radius at z = 0, since this quantity pa-
rameter provides an indication of the dynamical activity of a cluster
(e.g. Tormen et al. 1997; Vazza et al. 2006). Using this proxy, we
defined as ”merging” systems those objects that present an energy
ratio > 0.4, but did not experienced a major merger in their past
(e.g. they show evidence of ongoing accretion with a companion
of comparable size, but the cores of the two systems did not en-
counter yet). The remaining systems were classified as ”relaxed”.
According to the above classification scheme, our sample presents
4 relaxed objects, 6 merging objects and 10 post-merger objects.

Based on our further analysis of this sample, this classifica-
tion actually mirrors a different level of dynamical activity in the
subgroups, i.e. relaxed systems on average host weaker shocks
(Vazza et al. 2010), they are characterized by a lowest turbulent
to thermal energy ratio (Vazza et al. 2011a), and they are char-
acterized by the smallest amount of azimuthal scatter in the gas
properties (Vazza et al. 2011c; Eckert et al. 2012). In Vazza et al.
(2011c) the same sample was also divided based on the analysis of
the power ratios from the multi-pole decomposition of the X-ray
surface brightness images (P3/P0), and the centroid shift (w), as
described by Böhringer et al. (2010). These morphological param-
eters of projected X-ray emission maps were measured inside the
innermost projected 1 Mpc2. This leads to decompose our sam-
ple into 9 ”non-cool-core-like” (NCC) systems, and 11 ”cool-core-

Vazza, DE et al. 2013
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Gas clumping factor

Azimuthal median is robust against inhomogeneities4 Zhuravleva et al.

Figure 2. Left: Sketch of ICM description used in the paper. The PDF of the density in a radial shell at 1.1-1.2 r500 in the relaxed

cluster CL7 (CSF run) is shown with the solid curve. The solid vertical line shows the median value of the density (see §3.1). The ICM
is divided (see §4) into two components (hatched regions): bulk, volume-filling component and high density inhomogeneities, occupying

small fraction of the shell volume. The bulk component in the paper is characterized by two main parameters: (1) the median value

of the density and (2) by the width of the density distribution. The separation of the components is based on the width of the bulk
component and on the deviation of the density from the median value (see §4). Right: Log-Normal approximation of the density PDF.

The solid curves show the density PDF in three radial shells: 0.9-1r500, 1.1-1.2 r500 (same as in the left panel) and 1.6-1.8 r500. For

comparison the dashed curves show the log-normal distribution centered at the median density value. The Full Width Half Maximum

of the log-normal distribution is calculated as W10(ne) = log10

ne,2

ne,1
, where the interval from ne,1 to ne,2 corresponds to 76 per cent of

the shell volume (see §3.2). With these definitions a log-normal distribution provides good approximation of the bulk component PDF
in each radial shell.

due to high density inhomogeneities one has to excise them
from the data. Often, when analyzing simulated data, the
high density gas clumps are removed by introducing some
threshold values in the density/temperature values and ex-
cising the regions where the ICM parameters violate these
thresholds (e.g. Lau, Kravtsov, & Nagai 2009; Vazza et al.
2011; Fabjan et al. 2011). The radial profiles are then calcu-
lated by averaging the density (or pressure/temperature),
over the remaining volume. However, the resulting mean
profiles are sensitive to the particular procedure of clump
removal. High density inhomogeneities can significantly shift
the mean density or temperature, causing distortions in the
mean pressure. We instead are seeking a method which will
be robust with respect to the presence of inhomogeneities
and does not require fine tuning of the clump removal pro-
cedure.

We propose to use median radial profiles of density,
temperature and pressure instead of their mean quantities
as is most commonly done. Given N particles in a radial
shell the calculation of the median is reduced to sorting par-
ticles in ascending/descending order and taking the value
corresponding to a particle with index N/2.2 White curves

2 In our case all particles are uniformly distributed over the vol-

ume and median is calculated with unit weight, automatically
giving us volume-weighted median. In case of SPH simulations

in Figs. 1 and Fig. 3 show resulting median radial profiles.
These median profiles can be favorably compared (Fig. 3) to
the mean and mode profiles. The median profile is smooth
and follows well the peak of the PDF even when contami-
nation by high density gas inhomogeneities is very severe.
Of course, this is true only as long as the fraction of volume
occupied by the high density component is small. The mean
density profile is reasonably smooth, but it is strongly af-
fected by clumps, which drive it well above the PDF peak.
The mode value by definition coincides with the peak of the
PDF, but it is not smooth. Its fluctuations reflect (possibly
small) variations of the PDF near the maximum.

Clearly the median value is an optimal choice if one
thinks of using it for the hydrostatic equilibrium equation. It
can be calculated straightforwardly from the PDFs in spher-
ical shells without need to select or tune procedure of high
density clumps removal. It characterizes directly the prop-
erties of the bulk component of the ICM and is not a↵ected
by the presence of high density inhomogeneities, as long as
their volume fraction is small. The median pressure profile

one should use weights inversely proportional to local density to

obtain volume-weighted median instead of the mass-weighted me-

dian, since particles are distributed non-uniformly: the denser the
region is the more particles it contains.

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16

Zhuravleva et al. 2013

Non-radiative simulations predict too many substructures in
the outskirts
Including AGN + SN feedback improves the match
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Gas clumping factor
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Eckert et al. 2015

Non-radiative simulations predict too many substructures in
the outskirts
Including AGN + SN feedback improves the match
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A2142 clumping factor

By comparing mean and median SB we can recover the gas
clumping factor
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We observe significant clumping beyond R500
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A2142 entropy profile
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The entropy flattens beyond R500 when clumps are not excised...

but not when clumping is taken into account!
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A2142 entropy profile
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The entropy flattens beyond R500 when clumps are not excised...
but not when clumping is taken into account!
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A2142 mass profile
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Hydrostatic profiles consistent with weak lensing, galaxy dynamics;
fgas converges to the cosmic value
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The XMM Cluster Outskirts Very Large Programme
(X-COP)

XMM AO-13 VLP, total 1.5 Ms: Construct a sample of 13 clusters
at 0.04< z < 0.1 with high-S/N Planck detection and XMM
mapping of the entire azimuth

Dominique Eckert Part B2 X-COP

Section b. Methodology

b.1. Available Data: The   XMM-Newton   Cluster Outskirts VLP  

In December 2013 I was awarded a Very Large Program (VLP) on ESA's cornerstone X-

ray  mission  XMM-Newton  to  map  the  outer  regions  of  a  dozen  of  clusters  with  

unprecedented  sensitivity.  This  observing  program,  in  combination  with  a  dedicated  

analysis of the Planck public data, will enable a large fraction of the science goals of X-

COP.

X-COP is based on the data from two major ESA missions: XMM-Newton and Planck. XMM-Newton (Jansen 

et al. 2001) is an ESA mission launched in 1999. It carries three Wolter-type grazing-incidence telescopes  

which are the largest ever flown on an X-ray satellite, for a combined effective area of 3,000 cm2 at 1 keV 

and an effective area of 13 arcsec HEW. In AO-13 I was awarded a VLP (ID: 074441) for a total observing 

time of 1207 ks (335 hours) on this major observatory. This is the largest program awarded this year. This 

VLP follows a pilot study based on two clusters (282 ks, ID: 069444 and 072524). In the pilot study (A2142 

and A780) we demonstrated that  XMM-Newton  is capable of detecting diffuse X-ray emission out to the 

virial radius provided that the right observing strategy is used. In total, this project will benefit from a total  

allotted time of nearly 1.5 Ms on XMM-Newton. This demonstrates that the science developed in X-COP was 

highly prioritized by the various XMM-Newton selection panels.

In total, X-COP will provide a detailed X-ray mapping of the entire volume of 13 clusters in the redshift 

range 0.04-0.1 at unprecedented depth. The list of clusters is provided in the Table below. 

Cluster Redshift Mass [1014 M] Planck S/N

A2319 0.0557 5.83 30.8

A3266** 0.0589 4.56 27.0

A2142* 0.090 8.15 21.3

A2255 0.0809 3.74 19.4

A2029 0.0766 7.27 19.3

A3158 0.059 3.65 17.2

A85 0.0555 5.32 16.9

A1795 0.0622 5.53 15.0

A644 0.0704 3.88 13.9

RXC J1825 0.065 2.62 13.4

A1644 0.0473 2.93 13.2

ZwCl 1215 0.0766 3.59 12.8

A780* 0.0538 1.89 -

Clusters identified by * were part of the pilot program. A similar program for A3266** is already publicly 

available.

With the exception of  Hydra A/A780,  which was selected because  of  the presence of  several  accreting 

substructures in its outskirts, the sample was selected on the basis on the signal-to-noise ratio in the Planck 

sample (Planck Collaboration XXIX, 2013). Therefore, X-COP is a carefully-selected SZ sample. This is a 

very important property to pursue our objectives, since the SZ selection is renown for its purity; this will 

allow us to extract for the first time meaningful results on the cluster population beyond R500.
.Moreover, in 

addition to the outstanding quality of the available X-ray data, since these systems are the brightest in the  

Planck catalog we will get high-precision information also from the SZ side. The objects targeted in this  

analysis are nearby, so they are well-resolved by Planck in spite of its large beam (7 arcmin). 

The X-COP sample has been designed to reach the best possible sensitivity both in X-rays and SZ.  The 

data for the VLP will start to be collected in the course of 2014 and the data-taking will be completed in mid-

2015. 
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The Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM)

Numerical simulations
predict that ∼ 50% of
the baryons should be
located in intergalactic
filaments

Temperatures in the
range 105.5−107 K

Density, temperature, gas
mass scale with filament
mass

18 C. Gheller, F. Vazza, J.Favre. M. Brüggen
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Figure 15. Slice through the (100Mpc)3 volume at z = 1, showing gas temperature (log10T[K]) for our run including efficient AGN feedback
(CUR3 512 c2, left) and without it (CUR3 512 1, right).
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Figure 16. Average temperature along the line of sight for filament F2 of the CUR3 run at high resolution, in the non-radiative run (left) and in the cooling
and feedback run (right). The temperatures are given in [K]; the additional contours shows the temperature for the non-radiative case, for the easiness of
comparison. Each panel has sides of 8 ⇥ 20Mpc.

increase the outer temperature of filament F2, which is
everywhere hotter in the non-radiative case.

For filament F2, we show in Fig. 18 the profile of
the pressure ratio between CRs and gas (left panel)
and the average Mach number of shocks (right panel)

in the F2 filament. Both, the Mach numbers and the
pressure ratios are higher in the cooling and feedback
run, which is caused by the lower temperature and
sound speed. The pressure budget of CRs is 6 10� 20
percent of the gas energy close to the axis of the

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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increase the outer temperature of filament F2, which is
everywhere hotter in the non-radiative case.

For filament F2, we show in Fig. 18 the profile of
the pressure ratio between CRs and gas (left panel)
and the average Mach number of shocks (right panel)

in the F2 filament. Both, the Mach numbers and the
pressure ratios are higher in the cooling and feedback
run, which is caused by the lower temperature and
sound speed. The pressure budget of CRs is 6 10� 20
percent of the gas energy close to the axis of the

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Gheller et al. 2015
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Abell 2744 (z = 0.306): the Pandora cluster

Abell 2744 is one of the HST “Frontier Fields” clusters

Jauzac et al. 2015

Jauzac et al. 2015: We detected ∼ 50 lensed galaxies in this
cluster, corresponding mass model known at 1% precision
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XMM-Newton observation of Abell 2744

We discovered 5 regions of extended X-ray emission radially
connected to the cluster
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Hot gas filaments in Abell 2744

Significant extended emission detected in the direction of the
filaments out to ∼ 4 Mpc
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Hot gas filaments in Abell 2744

The filamentary structures correspond with overdensities of cluster
galaxies (spectroscopically confirmed)...
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Hot gas filaments in Abell 2744

The filamentary structures correspond with overdensities of cluster
galaxies ... and DM (CFHT weak lensing)!
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Galaxies and DM overdensity in the filaments

Galaxy density Lensing signal
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Excess galaxy and DM density is observed in the regions
encompassing the filaments. The gas fraction in the filaments is
5-10%
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Nature of the filaments

Spectral analysis reveals thermal gas with T ∼ 1 keV
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We are observing diffuse hot gas originating from the LSS and
heated up by the gravitational pull of A2744
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Is it the WHIM?
480 DAVEŠ ET AL. Vol. 552

FIG. 6.È Contours in temperature and density for simulation D1 at
z \ 0, enclosing 10%, 50%, and 90% of the baryons in the range shown.
Density and temperature are correlated in the WHIM regime. Thick line
indicates a scaling of in the warm-hot temperature range.o/o6

b
\ T /104.7

gravitationally induced shocks on mildly nonlinear large-
scale structure. Since there is a wide range in the properties
of the collapsing structures and therefore infall velocities,
there is also a wide range in gas temperatures.

The temperature and density of WHIM gas are corre-
lated. Figure 6 shows a contour plot of mass within the
warm-hot range, as a function of density and temperature,
for the D1 model at z \ 0. The contour levels enclose 10%,
50%, and 90% of the mass in the temperature and density
ranges shown in the plot. The thick line indicates an
““ equation of state ÏÏ o P T that provides a reasonable Ðt to
gas in the range 105 \ T \ 107 K. This relationship is dif-
ferent from that of di†use gas, which typically has o P T 1.7,
and the temperature-density relation of WHIM gas has
much greater scatter. The higher temperature, di†erent
slope, and greater scatter all reÑect the importance of shock
heating as the dominant mechanism controlling the thermal
properties of WHIM gas ; the ““ equation of state ÏÏ for di†use
gas, on the other hand, arises from the competition between
photoionization and adiabatic cooling due to Hubble
expansion (Hui & Gnedin 1997). Figure 6 also suggests that
detecting WHIM gas in emission will be easier for gas that
is at the highest end of the WHIM temperature range, since
that gas will be both denser and hotter. However, the domi-
nant portion of WHIM gas is at lower temperatures, which
is perhaps most easily detected via absorption lines (Tripp,
Savage, & Jenkins 2000).

5. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE SOFT X-RAY BACKGROUND

Gas with temperatures in the range 105 \ T \ 107 K will
emit thermally in the soft X-ray band. The extragalactic soft
X-ray foreground (SXRB) Ñux at 0.1È0.4 keV is roughly
D20È35 keV cm~2 s~1 sr~1 keV~1 (Warwick & Roberts
1998), although uncertainties are large because galactic
coronal gas provides an increasing foreground to lower
energies. At slightly higher energies (D1 keV), the XRB has
been resolved nearly completely (D80%È90%) into point
sources, mostly active galactic nuclei (AGNs; Mushotsky et
al. 2000). Reasonable arguments then allow only a small

contribution to the SXRB from di†use gas, keV cm~2[4
s~1 sr~1 keV~1 (Wu, Fabian, & Nusser 2000, hereafter
WFN00). Direct extragalactic measurement of the 0.7 keV
background from shadowing by the Magellanic bridge
yields similar constraints (Wang & Ye 1996). Such a limit, in
principle, places constraints on the number of baryons at
warm-hot temperatures.

These limits were explored in two independent papers
using similar methodologies, WFN00 and Pen (1999). Both
papers argue that the standard picture of hierarchical for-
mation of virialized objects results in a predicted SXRB that
greatly exceeds the observed limits. They suggest that sig-
niÐcant nongravitational heating, typically D1 keV per
baryon, is required to reduce the density of warm-hot gas in
virialized objects in order to satisfy the SXRB constraints.
In this section we discuss these constraints in the context of
WHIM gas, and Ðnd that our simulations paint a very dif-
ferent physical picture for soft X-ray emission than the
models assumed in those two papers, in a way that can
substantially lower the SXRB. The essential di†erence is
one of density. Both WFN00 and Pen (1999) base their
calculations on a Press-Schecter analysis, which assumes
that all soft X-rayÈemitting gas resides in virialized halos. In
our simulations, WHIM gas resides primarily in lower
density Ðlamentary structures (see Figs. 3 and 4), and hence
its SXRB emission is lower.

We can quantify this di†erence in typical WHIM density
by considering the clumping factor of the emitting gas. If we
deÐne the clumping factor for gas component g as
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then the free-free emissivity from that component is
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gfraction, temperature, and clumping factor of the gas emit-
ting in soft X-rays. The Ñux of soft X-ray backgroundjSXRBis then the emissitivity multiplied by path length D 13cH~1
(plus emission due to metal lines). WFN00 argue, sensibly,
that it is predominantly warm-hot gas (105 \ T \ 107 K)
that is responsible for soft X-ray emission. This means that
the appropriate clumping factor is that of warm-hot gas,C

gCWHIM.
There are several ways to calculate in our simula-CWHIMtions. One can directly calculate it from equation (3), which

is the approach we use for our Eulerian simulations. For
Lagrangian simulations, because each particle represents a
di†erent volume of gas, it becomes more numerically conve-
nient to calculate where is theCWHIM B mWHIM(0), mWHIM(r)
two-point correlation function of WHIM gas at radius r.
The resulting values for our simulations at z \ 0 areCWHIMlisted in Table 1. All simulations show clumping factors in
the range D30È400. The smaller clumping factors in C1 and
C2 arise directly because the WHIM gas is typically less
dense in these models as compared to the other models
because of greater supernova feedback energy deposited in
the di†use IGM, as explained in ° 4.2. Of course, the
assumption of a single WHIM temperature is also incorrect,
since Figure 6 shows that o and T are correlated in the
WHIM range ; however, this is not the main source of dis-
crepancy between the Pen (1999) prediction and ours.

Hydrodynamic simulations by Pen (1999) yielded a Ðrm
lower limit of assuming that the X-rayÈCWHIM Z 900,

Davé et al. 2001

We are observing gas with overdensity ∼ 200 and T ∼ 107 K:
consistent with predictions for the high-T part of the WHIM.
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Towards a characterization of the hot phase of the WHIM

The WHIM temperature correlates with the mass of the halo
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A2744

Idea: Target the most massive clusters at intermediate redshift
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Summary

Gas fraction of XXL-100 clusters lower than expected
Trouble to explain this result using cosmological simulations;
issue with WL masses?
Stacking optically selected galaxies yields detection down to
1012.5M�
Combining X-ray and SZ data in cluster outskirts highlights
the importance of clumping
No sign of hydrostatic bias there
Expect many more results on cluster outskirts with accepted
XMM large programme
We discovered 3 filaments radially connected to A2744
Properties consistent with WHIM, gas fraction 5-10%
In the future, ATHENA will revolutionize the field and make a
census of hot baryons in the cosmic web, galaxies and clusters
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Gas clumping factor

Azimuthal median is robust against inhomogeneities
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Eckert et al. 2015

Hydrodynamical simulations predict too many substructures in
the outskirts
Including AGN + SN feedback improves the match
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Gas clumping factor
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Eckert et al. 2015

Hydrodynamical simulations predict too many substructures in
the outskirts
Including AGN + SN feedback improves the match
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The ATHENA mission concept

Journées)SF2A)2013)1)Atelier)PNHEDidier)Barret)(IRAP)

12&m&focal&length

Ariane&5&fairing

3&m&diameter

Payload'and'satellite

2&m2&at&1&keV,&5’’&(3’’),&0.3E12&keV 2.5&eV&@&6&keV&(1.5&eV&@&1&keV),&5’&FOV&(7’) 40’&FOV&(50’),&<&150&eV&@&6&keV,&subEms

Payload:'Large'area'XZray'op$cs'and'two'instruments'
The'XZray'Integral'Field'Unit'(XZIFU)'&'the'Wide'Field'Imager'(WFI)
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The Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium

About half of the baryons in the local Universe should be in the
form of a high-T (T = 105−107 K) plasma in the cosmic web

!e Hot and Energetic Universe 

Page 7 

Beyond the core region, the energetic impact of radio jets and their role in building up entropy in group and cluster gas 
is poorly understood.  !e energy input from strong shocks expected to occur in typical environments is not taken into 
account in the scaling relations between radio luminosity and jet power (e.g. Bîrzan et al. 2008), and cannot be reliably 
determined from radio data. Athena+ will enable the dynamics and source age and thus jet power to be assessed 
robustly via direct bulk velocity measurements of expanding hot gas shells around radio lobes extending up to Mpc 
scales. At higher redshi"s, the identi#cation of characteristic features associated with strong shocks in high-resolution 
WFI temperature maps will measure age, power and energetic impact for large representative samples. 

2.1.4. The missing baryons and the Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium 

!e intergalactic medium contains 90% of the baryons at the current epoch, and is the visible tracer of the large scale 
dark matter structure of the local Universe. !eory predicts that the state of most of these baryons evolves from low 

temperatures, as manifested in the Ly$ 
forest at z>2, to a warm-hot phase 
(105-107 K) at later times shaped by 
the #lamentary structure of dark 
matter  (Cen & Ostriker 2006). Most 
of the metals are predicted to reside in 
the warm-hot phase already at z~4. 
!ermal continuum emission from 
this gas is extremely hard to detect. 
!e only characteristic radiation from 
this medium will be in the discrete 
transitions of highly ionized metals. 
Evidence for the warm tail of the 
WHIM, where 10-15% of the missing 
baryons reside, has been obtained via 
UV-absorption line studies with FUSE 
and HST-COS (Shull et al 2012). 
However, around 50% of the baryons 
at redshi" z<2 and 90% of the metals 
at redshi"s z<3, locked in the hot 
phase, remain unobserved. In order to 
reveal the underlying mechanisms 
driving the distribution of this gas on 
various scales, as well as di%erent metal 
circulation and feedback processes the 
chemical and physical states of about a 
hundred #laments must be 
characterized. !is can only be done in 

X-rays. Present facilities can marginally detect a few #laments (Nicastro et al 2013), but not characterize their physical 
properties.  Athena+ will probe these baryons in three dimensions, through a combination of absorption and emission 
studies using the X-IFU. Deep observations of bright AGN combined with Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) a"erglows 
caught with a 2-4 hour reaction time will be used as backlights for absorption studies through the warm and hot gas. 
Lines from the high ionization states of O, Ne, Si and Fe, seen simultaneously, enable unique identi#cation of the 
#lamentary structures of the cosmic web (Figure 5), with the detection and characterization of about hundred 
#laments. At the same time the emission from these structures is mapped by X-ray lines. Combining the two 
measurements allows the projected size of the structures to be derived while the shapes of the lines and their position 
reveal the kinematics of the baryons, which, together with the clustering information from the emission lines, 
pinpoints their origin for the #rst time. 

In Table 1, we summarize the key issues addressed in this section. 

  

 
Figure 5: Simulated emission and absorption line spectra captured in a 
single Athena+ observation for two #laments at di%erent redshi"s. 
Lower panel: absorption spectrum from a sight line where two di%erent 
#lamentary systems are illuminated by a bright background source. Upper 
Panel: corresponding emission from a 2’x2’ region from the same 
#laments for a 1 Ms exposure time.  !e high spectral resolution allows us 
to distinguish both components. Athena+ will be able to study ~100 of 
these sight lines in detail. 
 

Kaastra et al. 13, SP4

Finding and characterizing the missing baryons in the Universe
requires high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy
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